We investigated the UV-Vis absorption, singlet-1 and singlet-2 fluorescence, as well as the formation of several metalloporphyrins from equilibrial and kinetic aspects in aqueous solution. Among these complexes were numerous typical out-of-plane and several in-plane metalloporphyrins, and between the two categories, a few border-line cases. On the basis of our results, we have complemented the categorization introduced by Barnes and Dorough for the metalloporphyrins. According to our observations, also in metalloporphyrins, the distortion, i.e., the planarity or nonplanarity of the macrocycle, is basically responsible for the spectral characteristics, while the electronic structure of metal center is a secondary factor, with a considerable importance mainly in the in-plane complexes. The type of complexes can be spectrophotometrically determined on the basis of their UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence spectra. Beside the spectral and photophysical effects of metalation, also those of the structural distortions were studied, which can originate also from metalation, protonation or overcrowded peripheral substitution of the free-base porphyrins, as well as from the axial ligation of metalloporphyrins. Our observation may be useful for different spectrophotometric analytical detection and determination methods, e.g. size-selective metal detection using free-base porphyrins (or other ringed chelate ligands), as well as the determination of Lewis bases as potential axial ligands, using metalloporphyrins.
1.
Introduction Porphyrins and their derivatives represent one of the most significant families of compounds in biochemistry. Four pyrroles are connected to each other through methylidine bridges, forming the porphin ring (Fig. 1 ). It has a planar structure with extended conjugated -electron system and aromatic character, as well as a size-limited coordination cavity for binding of different metal ions. They are the strongest light-absorbing materials in Nature, therefore they are also called as "the pigments of the life" [1] .
Fig. 1.
The porphin ring with the symbols of carbon atoms. The numeration of the carbons starts from an -atom to a -carbon, hence, every fifth numbers belong to meso-carbons.
The substituted porphins are called porphyrins. Natural porphyrins are substituted usually on () pyrrole-carbons connecting to proteins, however, the simplest synthetic derivatives contain substituents in the meso-positions.
Porphyrins in Nature
Free-base or metal-free porphyrins exist in Nature too: pheophytin, coproporphyrin, uroporphyrin (I and III isomers), protoporphyrin-IX (and open-chain tetrapyrroles are the bile pigments, e.g. bilirubin, biliverdin) [2] . However, the metalloporphyrins play more essential roles, mainly magnesium(II) chlorins in chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls, iron(II) protoporphyrin in hemoglobin, iron(III) protoporphyrins in myoglobin, cytochromes, oxidase, peroxidase, catalase, and oxoanion reductase enzymes. Moreover, hemovanadin (V), pinnaglobin (Mn), and coboglobin (Co) can function as O2 carriers in inferior organisms. The F430 cofactor of methyl reductase is the most reduced ringed tetrapyrrole in Nature {nickel(II)-dodecahidroporphyrin} [3, 4] (Fig. 2) .
Fig. 2.
Most important metalloporphyrins in Nature [3] .
Fig. 3.
The most typical distortions [14] . The widely used dihedral angle as a measure of distortion is represented on the image of the ruffled type [3] .
The overcrowded (octa-or dodeca-) substitution on the periphery [10, 11] , the protonation or alkylation of the pyrrolic nitrogens [12] , or the too short metal-nitrogen bonds (significantly shorter than 2 angströms) through the contraction of the coordination cavity can result in the ruffled or saddle deformation. The typical examples for the latter ones are the low-spin nickel(II) [4, 13] , chromium(III) [14, 15] , titanium(IV) [16] and manganese(III) porphyrins [17] , as well as the copper(III) corrole [18] , while their high-spin complexes (if it is possible) are usually planar. Fig. 4 . The structure of 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-porphyrin, H2TPP (a); and that of its 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13 ,17,18-octabrominated derivative, H2TPPBr8 (b) [10] .
a) b)
Conversely, if the M-N bonds are considerably longer than one-half of the diagonal N-N distance in the free-base porphyrin, dome deformation can take place. This occurs if the radius of the metal center exceeds the critical value of about 75-90 pm (depending on the type of porphyrin ligand), or it does not prefer the square planar coordination. Such metal ions do not fit into the cavity of the ligand, and are located above the plane of the pyrrolic nitrogens [19, 20] . Furthermore, a smaller metal ion can also possess an out-of-plane position, therefore causing a dome distortion if it coordinates axial ligand(s) from only one side of the porphyrin plane (similarly to the hemoglobin without O2 coordination) [21] . Ruffled and saddle distortions result in a stronger deviation from the plane than dome distortion does, which is confirmed by the widely used measure of distortions, the N-C-Cmeso-C' dihedral angles too [3] (demonstrated in Fig. 3 ). Consequently, for the dome distortion we had to define a more suitable, informative parameter, the domedness: the distance between the plane of the pyrrolic nitrogens and that of the -carbons [22] .
Porphyrins and their derivatives are the strongest light-absorbing materials not only in Nature, therefore the ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry is one of the most fundamental, yet most informative spectroscopic methods in the porphyrin chemistry because it gives information about the electronic structure as well as the chemical features of the molecules even at very low concentrations [23] . Owing to the rigidity of the porphyrins' ringed structure, beside the electronic factors, also steric effects have influences on the spectra. "The most commonly observed spectroscopic consequence of porphyrin nonplanarity is a redshift in the * absorption bands in the UV-visible spectrum… The size of the redshift is proportional to the magnitude of the distortion, albeit in a nonlinear fashion..." [3] . In arylated porphyrins, the distortion can result in the extension of delocalization by the twisting of aryl substituents from almost perpendicular orientation closer to the porphyrin plane (Fig. 4) . The redshifts of absorption bands induce those of the emission bands too, and as further consequences of distortion, the quantum yields and the lifetimes of the fluorescences decrease due to the acceleration of non-radiative decays [24] . Considering the consequences of distortions as steric effects in the metalation of porphyrins, we disproved the validity of the widespread categorization method of metalloporphyrins introduced by Gouterman and based exclusively on the electronic structure of metal center [25] . Instead, we declared the distorting effect originating from the size and the position of the metal center compared to the cavity of the ligand as the primary aspect [19] . It was already suggested by Barnes and Dorough [26] on the basis of the behaviour of metal ions in the metal exchange reactions: the inert in-plane complexes (where the metal center is located in the plane of porphyrin), the labile out-of-plane complexes (Fig. 5) , and the border-line cases, e.g., zinc(II) and magnesium(II) porphyrins, in which the metal center is in the plane but with ionic character in bonding, therefore it can be easily exchanged. This categorization of metalloporphyrins based on the metal exchange reactions was confirmed by the investigation of the acid solvolysis reactions: the reaction rate constants proved to be correlated with the lability of complexes: Cd 2+ >Mg 2+ >Mn 2+ >Fe 2+ >Zn 2+ >> Co 2+ >Cu 2+ >Ni 2+ [27] . We complemented this categorization aspect with the experiences from distortion that also in metalloporphyrins the planarity or nonplanarity of the macrocycle is basically responsible for spectral characteristics; the electronic structure of metal ions is secondary, mainly in the in-plane complexes. [19] .
Analytical applications of porphyrins
The structural as well as the spectroscopic and electronic effects of the metalation for the freebase porphyrins make the highly sensitive detection of metal ions (10 -7 -10 -5 M) possible, mainly in spectrophotometric, electrochemical or chromatographic methods [28] (however, a lot of interferences between the ions in the systems studied can occur). "The large molar absorption coefficient and very high stability of the metalloporphyrins are very useful for the highly sensitive analysis of trace amounts of metal ions, and the size selectivity of the porphyrins is valuable for the separation of various kinds of metal ions" [29] . Some methods are based on the simple measurement of UV-Vis absorption of porphyrins (which belong to the strongest light-absorbing chelate ligands [30] ), e.g. for mercury(II) [31] , other post-transition metal ions (Cd 2+ , Zn 2+ , Pb 2+ , Cu 2+ ) [32] , manganese(II) and (III) [33] , cobalt(II) (using photolabile cadmium(II) porphyrin) [34] . For detection of platinoid metal ions in trace amounts, an indirect spectrophotometric process was developed by the degradation of water-soluble porphyrins in the reaction with oxidants, catalysed by noble metal ions [35, 36] . Several fluorometric procedures are widely used, e.g. for Ca 2+ [37] , Hg 2+ [38] , Cd 2+ and Pb 2+ ions in 10 -7 M concentration [39] , and for Hg 2+ and Fe 2+ by fluorescence resonance energy transfer [40] . In HPLC techniques heavy metal ions can be determined by porphyrins [28] , as well as nickel and vanadium ions from the crude oils too [7] . In the determination of larger heavy metal ions (e.g. Pb 2+ ), which can form only labile out-of-plane metalloporphyrins, also the interference of smaller ones (e.g. Cu 2+ ), which form kinetically inert in-plane complexes, can be suppressed by adding of the suitable porphyrins [41] . Using free-base porphyrins, the measurement of pH [42] as well as the humidity [43] can be solved, while for the detection of other molecules, mainly Lewis bases as potential axial ligands, metalloporphyrins can be more effective than free-base porphyrins. Anion-selective polymer membrane was produced by use of the porphyrin complexes of the third main group metal ions [44] , as well as anion-sensing nanoparticles by zinc(II) porphyrins [45] . However, free-base porphyrins can also be applied for the selective determination of anions, such as fluoride [46] , bromide [47] and nitrite [48] . Moreover, porphyrins in films and membrans are widely used for sensing of gases: e.g. oxygen [28, 49, 50] , nitrogen oxides [28, 51, 52, 53] , carbon monoxide [52] , carbon dioxide [54] , hydrogen chloride [55] , and ammonia [56] . The simultaneous determination of oxygen and carbon dioxide [54] , oxygen and temperature [49] as well as oxygen and hydrogen peroxide [50] can be implemented too. Numerous analytical methods for determination of organic compounds were developed by utilization of porphyrins: e.g. for nucleic acids [28, 42, 57, 58, 59] (porphyrin exciton coupled circular dichroism [57] for other chiral agents too), aminoacids and proteins [48, 60, 61] , carbohydrates [28, 62, 63] , phenols and chlorophenols [64] , phenolic endocrine compounds [65] , hormones [66] , non-ionic surfactants [67] , phospholipids [68] , sulphur-containing hydrocarbons [48, 69] , and explosives [70] . Most of these analytical methods are based on the spectrophotometric properties (absorption, light scattering and fluorescence) of porphyrins, therefore in this work we would like to summarize and complement the knowledge in this area of porphyrin-chemistry from analytical aspects. In this paper the effects of metalation, axial coordination and distortion are demonstrated and explained. We investigate water-soluble porphyrins because the complexes with very different metal ions can be more simply produced in aqueous systems than in organic solvents [10, 19, 20, 22, [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . In these respects one of the best free-base ligands is the anionic 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-sulphonatophenyl)porphyrin (H2TSPP 4-, Fig. 5 ) because its negative charge enhances the coordination of positively charged metal ions. Furthermore, this ligand is the most widely used analytical reagent among the porphyrin derivatives [28, 35, 36, 42, 59, 60, 65] . However, our spectrophotometric conclusions can be adapted for other porphyrins too.
2.
Experimental Analytical grade tetrasodium 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-sulfonatophenyl)porphyrin (C44H26N4O12S4Na4·12H2O = Na4H2TSPP·12H2O) (Sigma-Aldrich) and simple metal salts such as perchlorate, chloride, nitrate or sulphate were used for the experiments. The solvent was double-distilled water purified with Millipore Milli-Q system. The pH of most of the metalloporphyrin solutions was adjusted to 8 by application of borate buffer, also keeping the ionic strength at the constant value of 0.01 M. Exceptions were iron(II) [75] , silver(I) [77] , bismuth(III) [78] , and lanthanide(III) ions, in the solutions of which the pH was regulated to 6, and the ionic strength to 1 M by acetate buffer to hinder the hydrolyses (and in the case of Fe 2+ to hinder its exchange reaction with Fe 3+ ). Also pH≈6 and I=1 M was adjusted by sodium chloride in the solutions of thallium(III) [74] . In the investigation of metalation of H2TSPP 4- , pH lower than 6 could not be applied because the protonation of the ligand, H4TSPP
2-(pK3 = 4.99, pK4 = 4.76 [80] ) hinders the complex formation. Octabrominated free-base porphyrin, H2TSPPBr8 4-was utilized to investigate the effect of saddle distortion of the macrocycle (Fig. 4 , the ionic sulphonate groups have insignificant effect on the structure and the spectral data) [10] . We determined the spectral data (molar absorption, fluorescence quantum yields and lifetimes) of metalloporphyrins by using the free-base ligands as references. The absorption spectra were recorded and the photometric titrations were monitored by using a Specord S-100 and a Specord S-600 diode array spectrophotometer. For the measurement of fluorescence spectra a Perkin ELMER LS 50-B and a Horiba JobinYvon Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer were applied. The latter equipment supplemented with a time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) accessory was utilized for determination of fluorescence lifetimes, too. Rhodamine-B and Ru(bpy)3Cl2 were used as references for correction of the detector sensitivity and for determination of the fluorescence quantum yields of H2TSPP 4- [74] . Luminescence spectra were corrected for detector sensitivity. For the elimination of the potential reabsorption effects in the detection of luminescence, low concentration or a holder for solid samples were applied. Because of the small Stokes-shifts and the disturbing effect of the (Rayleigh and) Raman scattering, the spectrum analyses were carefully carried out by fitting Gaussian and Lorentzian curves in MS Excel.
3.
Results and discussion Porphyrins have two   electronic transitions in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum: B-or Soret-band at about 350-500 nm, generally with molar absorbance of 10 5 M -1 cm -1 , and Q-bands at 500-750 nm with usually one order of magnitude lower intensities. The bands in the ultraviolet region (in the order of decreasing wavelength: N, L, M) are more diffuse and have smaller molar extinction coefficients [81] . However, the Q-bands of the freebase ligands split as a result of the presence of protons on two diagonally situated pyrrolic nitrogens (Fig. 1) , more exactly as a result of the reduced symmetry (because of the disappearance of the fourfold rotation axis) compared to the deprotonated or metallated form. This split is not detectable in the Soret-region, therefore the two types of bands in the visible region are very different. Sofar this experimental phenomenon could not be correctly explained by quantum chemical calculations [78, 82] . The simple 4 MO model of Gouterman has not proved to be suitable either in this respect [83] . (Notwithstanding, most of the experimental chemists try to theoretically interpret their experiences by the application of this simplified approximation.) As a consequence of the difference between the two absorption bands in the visible region, the fluorescences originating from the two different excited states (first singlet or singlet-1 excited state occupied by Q-excitation, second singlet or singlet-2 state by Soret-absorption) significantly vary. In the UV-Vis spectra the vibronic origins and overtones (mainly the skeleton vibration [84] ) superpose on the electronic excitation, therefore the bands are used to be designated with the following symbols: B or Q(x,y), where "x" is the vibrational quantum number in the electronically excited state (singlet-1 in Q-absorption, singlet-2 in Soret-absorption), "y" is that in the electronic ground state [85] . Under normal conditions, absorption, excitation starts from the lowest vibronic state (vibrational quantum number y=0) in the electronic ground state as well as the luminescence from lowest vibronic state (x=0) in the electronically excited state. On the basis of the molar extinction coefficient of the free-base porphyrin at the Soret-band (Table 1 ) and the Bouguer-Lambert-Beer law, if 0.01 change in the absorbance can be precisely measured in a 1 cm optical path length, 2.15×10 -8 M change in the concentration can be detected. If the spectrophotometer is more precise or the path length can be longer, this concentration (limit of detection) may be smaller. Porphyrins are strong bases, and their third and fourth protonation steps hinder the potential coordination of metal ions; for the H2TSPP 4-pK3 = 4.99, pK4 = 4.76 [80] . Upon protonation, the Soret-band of the free base shifts toward higher wavelengths as a consequence of the repulsion of the four protons in the coordination cavity, together with the saddle distortion of the periphery, and the twisting of the phenyl rings from almost perpendicular orientation closer to the porphyrin plane (Fig. 4) . Similarly large redshifts can be observed in the case of metalloporphyrins, hence, not only the hindrance of complex formation can occur, rather the redshifted spectra can be misinterpreted in an analytical determination (based only on the Soretabsorption) without adjusting the pH above the pK3+0.5 value. The potential (head-to-tail or head-to-head) dimerisation, aggregation of protonated porphyrins [12] {forming (H4TSPP 2-)2 in Table 1} at higher concentration and ionic strength can cause further misapprehension due to the larger redshift {and (half)width} of the absorption bands as a result of the strong  (or stacking) interactions between the macrocycles. Bis-(or oligo-) porphyrins (so called sandwich structures) can also be formed in the case of dome-distorted, out-of-plane metalloporphyrins: an out-of-plane metal center can simultaneously coordinate two macrocycles {e.g. in Ln 4-is a so strong base that it can not deprotonate in water, only in an 80:20=DMSO:water solvent mixture: p2=32,80±0,04 [89] , and pK1≈pK2≈16 [85] . (At pH≈16 the free-base and the deprotonated porphyrin would be present in 1:1 ratio.) The wavelength of B(0,0) band of the deprotonated form, TSPP 6- [89] . The redshift of the deprotonated ligand's band compared to that of the free base originates from the extension of delocalization by the lone electron pairs of the two deprotonated pyrrolic nitrogens. The cavity of this structure serves as a real coordination sphere for the metal center, therefore the spectral effect of the metalation should be related to the properties of this deprotonated porphyrin. However, in water we are not able to exactly make such a comparison, we can only learn from these experimental results the following: the Soret-bands of the investigated out-of-plane metallo-monoporphyrins are very similar to those of the mentioned border-line cases in water (Table 1) . Furthermore, the absorption spectra of the latter ones (beside Zn 2+ , Mg 2+ was also studied) are close to that of the deprotonated ligand in DMSO:water mixture. Consequently, in the typical out-of-plane complexes and in those of border-line cases with ionic metal-nitrogen bonds (after Barnes and Dorough [26] ), the atomic orbitals of the metal ion do not considerably perturb the molecular orbitals of the porphyrin. Therefore it has insignificant electronic effect on the  * transitions of the deprotonated ligand, and it influences those of the free-base ligand only through the deprotonation. The dome distortion in the out-of-plane complexes would have only a slight steric impact. These phenomena result in the common, so-called OOP or SAT character (OOP=out-of-plane or SAT=sitting-atop) in the spectral properties [22, 74] . The typical in-plane metalloporphyrins show blueshifts in the Soret-range compared to the deprotonated (Cu   II   TSPP 4-in DMSO:water) as well as to the free-base porphyrin because the atomic orbitals of their metal center covalently bonded in the plane can overlap more strongly with the occupied molecular orbitals (the highest in energy is the HOMO) of the ligand, resulting in a stronger reduction in energy; while the unoccupied MOs (the lowest is the LUMO) do not change. Accordingly, the energy gaps between the excited and ground states increase (Scheme 1), i.e. the wavelengths of  * (intraligand) electronic transitions decrease compared to the free-base (Fig. 6 ) as well as to the deprotonated porphyrin. In the out-of-plane complexes, the atomic orbitals of the more weakly bonded metal ions may slightly influence the unoccupied MOs and lesser the occupied ones, resulting in the decrease of the energy gaps, i.e. the increase of the corresponding wavelengths. If the bands of the different types of complexes could be compared to the deprotonated ligand, a small blueshift would be observed for the common outof-plane metalloporphyrins, and larger blueshifts for the in-plane, planar complexes. Among the latter ones the differences are slightly higher (Table 1 ) as a consequence of the different electron configurations of metal ions.
Soret-absorption

Scheme 1.
Simplified energy level diagram for the change of the porphyrin's molecular orbitals (responsible for the Soret-and Q-absorption; their represented symmetries are valid for the ideal D4h structure) in the different types of complexes [19] .
In a spectrophotometric detection method of metal ions by porphyrins (or by other ringed, chelate ligands) based on the measurement of the Soret-absorption, we must presume on a lot of interferences: the metal ions possessing a size above or around the critical value compared to the cavity of the ligand will have similar, almost the same absorption properties. Additionally, the metal ions under the critical radius (or having a critical size, but preferring square planar coordination) will have slightly different spectral data, however, not too far from those of the free base (see, e.g. Cu II TSPP 4-in Table 1 ). The  * (intraligand) electronic transitions will be more significantly changed if the coordination of metal ion results in a considerable structural modification of the macrocycle too. We applied the octabrominated free-base ligand (H2TSPPBr8 4-) to demonstrate the spectral effect of the extreme saddle distortion (Table 1 and Fig. 6 ). Lead(II) ion possesses one of the highest out-of-plane distance (i.e. the distance between the metal ion and the plane of four pyrrolic nitrogens) measured: 117 pm in its tetrapropylporphyrin complex [90] . Therefore its complex is very labile, besides it belongs to the most highly dome-distorted structures (called as roof in [90] ). Also a ruffled-like deformation of the periphery superposes on this high doming, which results in a large redshift, called also as bathochromic or (not quite correctly) hyperchromic effect (bathochromic effect means the increase of the wavelength, while hyperchromic effect means the increase of the absorbance or molar extinction coefficient). Considering the spectral effects, the complexes possessing so highly redshifted absorption bands were named by Gouterman as hyper-porphyrins [25] . According to his definition, this category involves the complexes, whose absorption spectra can not be described with his 4 MO model [83] . (Nevertheless, the Soret-bands of porphyrins can not be usually described with the 4 frontier MOs [78, 82] .) Depending on the highest occupied electron subshell of the metal center (i.e. its field, p-or d-, in the periodic table) he made subcategories: among our results in Table 1 In this categorization of metalloporphyrins, Gouterman did not take the steric (distorting) effects into consideration, only the electronic effects of metal ion (through its electron configuration). Therefore he had to slightly modify his aspect on the basis of his own experiences with metal-free, more exactly protonated porphyrins, which showed hyperporphyrin character too [91] . The real origin of these large redshifts is the highly distorted structure. Hence, the principle of Gouterman's categorization is obsolete and its applicability is limited.
Equilibrium and kinetics of the complex formation
Our further experimental proof against this categorization of metalloporphyrins is that "hyperporphyrins" can appear as intermediate (with shorter or longer lifetime depending on the metal ion) during the formation of simple out-of-plane metallo-monoporphyrins. Furthermore, the absorption spectra of these intermediates in water are very similar to those of the end-product of metalation in hydrophobic systems in the case of "typical p-type hyperpophyrins", namely if the electron configuration of metal ion is ns 2 np 0 , e.g. thallium(I), lead(II), and bismuth(III), and also silver(I) without s-electrons. The amount of this thallium(I) [72] {and silver(I) [77] } intermediate complex in water is negligible, in the case of bismuth(III) is considerable [78] (therefore the intermediate, i -Bi   III   TSPP 3-can be spectrophotometrically studied, see in Table 1  and Table 3 ), however, in the case of lead(II) is dominant because its transformation reaction is very slow (but it can be enhanced, e.g. by photolysis [79] ). The absorption spectrum of the end-product of these transformation reactions is very similar to those of the common out-ofplane metallo-monoporphyrins. This phenomenon may be attributed to the appreciable coordination ability or the polarizing effect of water molecules, which can promote the complex to overcome the kinetic energy barrier toward the more stable structure, in which the metal center is located closer to the ligand plane, resulting in the decrease of distortion, as well as that of the redshift. As mentioned in Section 1.2 (Distortion of porphyrins), the too short metal-nitrogen bonds through the contraction of the coordination cavity can result in ruffled or saddle deformation as well as in a large redshift of absorption band. However, in the case of typical examples, namely nickel(II) [4, 13] , chromium(III) [14, 15] , and manganese(III) porphyrins [17] (in Table 1 ), the low-spin and ruffled complex can be in a spin isomerisation equilibrium with the high-spin and planar form. This reaction can be influenced by the strength of M-N bonds (which can be modified due to the electronic effects of peripheral or axial substituents), due to the size of the coordination cavity (which can be decreased due to the saturation of methylidine bridges or can be increased due to the saturation of  bonds between  carbons [4] , or can be drastically changed by the replacement of the methylidine bridge(s), e.g. by direct bond(s) between the  carbons [4, 92] or by aza bridge(s) [93] ). We can learn from these examples of metalloporphyrins possessing highly redshifted absorption that several metal ions can form different complexes, depending on the porphyrin, potential axial ligands as well as the solvent too. Moreover, in the case of out-of-plane metalloporphyrins, sandwich complexes (with e.g. metal:porphyrin 1:2, 2:2, 3:2 compositions, see in Table 1 ) can also be formed. This can cause mistakes in a spectrophotometric detection method of metal ions if the analyst is not circumspect enough. The formation of metalloporphyrins in aqueous solution (or in other polar solvents) is an equilibrium reaction, owing to the higher activity and mobility of metal ions than in nonpolar solvents [94] . However, the insertion of a smaller metal ion, which could form an in-plane complex, as well as its dissociation from the cavity may be kinetically hindered due to the rigidity of the porphyrin ligand. Therefore, the reaction seems to be not a real equilibrium process. An increase of the metal ion concentration may be ineffective in this respect; it can not enhance the complex formation at room temperature. An enhancement of the temperature could be effective, but not in an analytical detection method of metal ions. This problem may be solved by the addition of a small amount of larger metal ion (e.g. Pb 2+ , Hg 2+ , Cd 2+ ) to the solution of the smaller one because the insertion of the larger metal ion into the cavity is orders of magnitude faster, however, the stability of its out-of-plane complex is much more lower than that of the in-plane complex of the smaller metal ion. In an out-of-plane metalloporphyrin the dome distortion makes two diagonal pyrrolic nitrogens more accessible from the other side of the ligand, hence, the metal center can be easily exchanged by a smaller one [19, 94] . (That was the basis of the metalloporphyrins' categorization after Barnes and Dorough [26] ). The equilibrial character of the complex formation reaction can be weakened, i.e., the metalloporphyrin formed becomes kinetically more inert, because the porphyrin ligands can stabilize the (even extremely) high oxidation states of metal ions on the basis of their high partial negative charge and polarizing effect: e.g. manganese(III-V) [95] , iron(III-V) [96] , cobalt (III-IV) [97] , molybdenum(V) [98] , silver(II-III) [77, 99] are possible oxidation states in porphyrins. (These effects of the macrocycle can be further increased by peripheral substitutions with electron donating groups [85] .) Most of these ions do not exist in aqueous solution, only in the coordination cavity of the macrocycle, or even if it can exist, it is not able to insert into the porphyrin because of its small size, as well as its potential, stabilizing (e.g. oxo) ligands. However, their complexes can form spontaneously in the reaction between their lower oxidation state (also larger size) ions and the porphyrin, e.g. Fe 2+ , Mn 2+ , Co 2+ can insert into the cavity of the macrocycle, where they are oxidized to their trivalent state by the pyrrolic protons [19, 20] (Eq. 1.).
On the other hand, silver(I), gold(I), and e.g. mercury(I) ions may undergo disproportionation in the coordination cavity of the ligand [20, 77, 99] (Eq. 2).
In an analytical detection method of metal ions, these redox reactions (spontaneous oxidation or disproportion) inside the metalloporphyrins result in that the analytical, calibration curve for metal ion concentrations will be nonlinear, it may have even breakpoint(s) [77] . Moreover, nonlinear, but continuous analytical curves (polynomial functions) appear in every case if the composition of metalloporphyrin is not 1:1 (metal:ligand) ( Table 1) . Beside the bisporphyrins already mentioned, dinuclear out-of-plane monoporphyrins (2:1 complexes) are fairly frequent if the metal ion has one positive charge and large size, i.e. its charge density is low enough, e.g. in the case of lithium(I) [100] , thallium(I) [72] , mercury(I) [76] and silver(I) ions [77] . We investigated the complex formation from equilibrial and kinetic aspects too, because: "the metalloporphyrin formation reaction is one of the important processes from both analytical and bioinorganic points of view" [29] . On the basis of our results, the concentration of the metal ion can be estimated on the basis of Eqs. 3-4, using spectrophotometric data. (Proton concentration is adjusted by buffer, therefore it may be included in the apparent stability contant 'x:y.) ], and the actual free-base concentration, [H2TSPP 4- ], in the case of a metallo-monoporphyrin (y=1) in Eq. 4 will be 1:9. Thereafter, the excess or actual concentration, [M z+ ], and the initial concentration of the metal ion, c(M z+ ) (or it can be called as the limit of detection=LoD by this method for Table 2 ), are resulted from Eq. 5. (At such a low free-base concentration, the measure of bisporphyrins' formation is negligible [22, 76] .)
Also the time (t) required for the complexation (or it can be called as the time for detectability, or simply the time of detection=ToD by this method for Table 2 ) in this ratio (conversion) and until these concentrations can be estimated by Eq. 6, which is the analytical formula for an overall second order reaction (first order for both reagents). This approximation is very simplified because it does not take the backward reaction into account, the dissociation of the complex, therefore the supposed time will be under estimated. We studied the formation of only the aluminium(III) complex among the in-plane metalloporphyrins from equilibrial and kinetic aspects because it is a real equilibrium reaction, contrary to the complexation of other smaller metal ions, e.g. iron(III) and manganese(III) ( Table 1 ). The insertion of some larger-size, but coplanarly coordinated metal ions (e.g. Cu 2+ , Pd 2+ , Au 3+ ) is also an equilibrial process, the examination of which is in progress [79] . The (apparent) stability constants ('x:y) of these in-plane metalloporphyrins are not much higher, but their formation rate constants (k+) are, in general, significantly lower than those of the outof-plane metalloporphyrins (Table 2) . Consequently, the estimated concentration limits are not much lower, but the estimated "times of detection" at these limit concentrations are significantly higher. The main exception among the investigated out-of-plane metalloporphyrins is the complex of the extremely large thallium(I) ion with the lowest stability and highest LoD, moreover the slowest formation and longer ToD, as well as one of the highest lability. The lability is proportional with the dissociation rate constant (k-) of complexes, which value can be calculated as the ratio of the formation rate and the apparent stability contants from Table 2 .
The main difference between in-plane and out-of-plane (together with border-line case) complexes appears in their kinetic parameter: it is around 10 -6 s -1 in the case of in-plane metalloporphyrins, however, ~10 -4 s -1 for OOP ones and border-line case. The lability and the instability of the complexes are proportional with the radius of the metal ions among the OOP and border-line case metallo-monoporphyrins (in the same composition: 1:1 or 2:1). This phenomenon is the obvious consequence of the coincident change of the out-of-plane distance and the radius; on the other hand, this is the reason of the increasing exchangeability of the metal center, leading to the mentioned categorization of metalloporphyrins by Barnes and Dorough [26] . The under-estimated ToD values in Table 2 (in minute unit!) seem to be already extremely high for a routine analytical method at the given LoDs. Certainly, they can be improved by higher reactant concentrations, but only at the expense of LoDs. However, on the basis of investigation of the complex formation mechanism [29] , we can suggest techniques for the simultaneous decrease of both analytical parameters, i.e. increase of stability and formation rate constant. One of the simplest methods is the application of a potential axial ligand (in a suitable concentration), which can coordinate to the metal ion in the solution, before the addition of porphyrin, and it can shape an asymmetric coordination sphere around the metal ion due to the formation of a complex with an odd coordination number, mainly 1 or 3 (without the solvent molecules) [101] . In this asymmetric structure, the applied ligand, owing to its trans effect, enhances the solvent molecule (e.g. water) exchange reaction in the opposite coordination position. That can highly accelerate the metal ion insertion into the coordination cavity of porphyrin, i.e. it can increase the formation rate constant of metalloporphyrins by orders of magnitude. If the applied ligand remains on the metal center (this is not evident) in axial position compared to the porphyrin, it can strengthen the bonds between the metal ion and the pyrrolic nitrogens, owing to its trans effect as well, i.e. it can also increase the stability constant of the metalloporphyrin. Hence, it can decrease simultaneously both the LoD and ToD, or, if it does not remain on the metal center, only the ToD. For such an application, even a simple Lewis base as hydroxide may be efficient, at a corresponding pH, forming mono-or trihydroxo complex: we used the former one in the case of cadmium(II) [10] , while the latter one in the case of lead(II) [79] . The effects of one OH -at pH=8 for the formation of cadmium(II) TSPP are presented in Table 2 : the formation rate, as well as the apparent stability constant are increased for about 11-fold, while the LoD is decreased by ~5-fold, and the ToD by ~1.6-fold.
Another simple, but more laborious method was already described in more details in Section 1.2 (Distortion of porphyrins): the porphyrin ligand must be distorted, e.g. by overcrowded substitution on the periphery, decreasing its basicity and increasing the coordinative abilities toward metal ions (, as well as the affinity of metal center to axial ligands) [3] . The octabromination of H2TSPP 4- Table 2} [10]. The potential in the axial coordination can be observed from the other direction too: metalloporphyrins may be applied in an analytical procedure to detect a molecule, which has a Lewis base-type group with a lone electron pair, it can be coordinated to the metal center in axial position. The coordination of the first axial ligand results usually in the pull of the metal center further from the coordination cavity, together with the appearance or increase of dome distortion as well as the redshift of the absorption band [21] Table 1 . The redshift originating from the axial coordination (, as well as the stability constant of the axially ligated complex owing to the mentioned trans effect) is in linear correlation with the electron donor properties (Drago parameter) of the axial ligand [102] . However, the coordination of the first axial ligand to a highly distorted, redshifted ("hyper") metalloporphyrin can cause special effects: the highest measured out-of-plane distances in "ptype hyper" metalloporphyrins may be decreased due to the axial coordination [103, 104] , together with the reduction of the redshift compared to the free-base ligand. In quantum chemical calculations we tried to study the theoretical limit of the dome distortion, the domedness, and we found that the value of this parameter increases to a 55 pm together, but nonlinearly, with the out-of-plane distance {to 130 pm in (HO)La III P, where P=unsubstituted porphin}, above this limit the further growth of OOP distance reduces the domedness, as well as the redshift, e.g. in Tl I P -the OOP distance is 150 pm, the domedness 45 pm, while in (HO)Tl I P 2-201 pm and 37 pm, respectively [79] . Moreover, in the metalloporphyrins with cavity contracted by the too short M-N bonds ("d-type hyperporphyrins"), the coordination of the first axial ligand pulls out the metal center from this contracted cavity. Therefore, the length of the M-N bonds (and probably the spin multicipity) increases, the ruffled (or saddle), as well as the overall distortion decreases, together with the large redshift, e.g. in the reaction between Cr III TSPP 3-and hydroxide [105] . If the investigated molecule as potential axial ligand is a bulky group, it sterically hinders the axial coordination of other ligands to the metal center from the same side of the porphyrin plane. However, from the opposite side of the porphyrin the second axial ligand can connect to the metal ion, pulling it back towards the coplanar position (and probably setting back the position of absorption band close to that of the initial complex without axial ligands), only in the case if the complex is a typical in-plane one. Since, already in a border-line case complex the first axial coordination results in such a large out-of-plane distance (because of the ionic character of the M-N bonds), that the second axial ligand from the opposite side from the porphyrin is not able to coordinate to the metal ion across the coordination cavity [102] . Consequently, in a spectrophotometric detection method of Lewis bases as potential axial ligands, a border-line case or an out-of-plane metalloporphyrin may be more suitable if the molecule can form 2:1 (axial ligand:porphyrin) complex with the in-plane metalloporphyrins, and this compound has almost the same absorption spectrum as the initial metalloporphyrins. Certainly, the metalloporphyrin has to be chosen for the determining molecule on the basis of its Pearson hard-soft character.
Q-absorption
Other absorption bands of porphyrins in the visible region of electromagnetic spectrum, beside the B-or Soret-, are the Q-bands. They split in the free-base ligands (Scheme 1) as a result of the disappearance of the fourfold rotation axis because of the diagonally situated pyrrolic protons. Hence, five bands can be observed in the Q-region originating from the superposition of skeleton vibrations on two, split electron excited states (Qx and Qy) (Fig. 8) . However, the fourfold-axis symmetry, together with the degeneration of singlet-1 excited state is restored by deprotonation (TSPP 6-), metalation, as well as by the protonation (H4TSPP 2-). In this latter case, in the slightly saddle-distorted structure, a fourfold inversion axis appears similarly as in ruffled deformed metalloporphyrins (Fig. 3) , resulting also in degeneration. (Only twofold axis can be found in the wave distorted complexes, therefore their Q-bands may be split too.) If the singlet-1 state is degenerate, only 3 absorption bands can be observed (e.g. Tl I 2TSPP 4-in Fig. 7 , the others are truncated under 500 nm). Consequently, the shifts of Q-bands of free-base porphyrins upon their reactions must be calculated from the average energy of their Qx(0,0) and Qy(0,0) bands [83] . It means 589 nm in the case of H2TSPP 4- (Fig. 7) . [10, 88] The molar extinction coefficients of the Q-bands are usually one order of magnitude lower than those of the Soret-bands, hence, an analytical determination method based on Q-absorption may be less sensitive. The Q(1,0) band is more intense than Q(0,0) for most of the investigated TSPP derivatives, but the latter one will be required for us to be compared with the singlet-1 fluorescences. Nevertheless, the protonated porphyrins, and mainly their dimers (or aggregates) possess much higher molar absorption (Table 3) , as well as more redshifted Q-bands than the corresponding metalloporphyrins. Owing to this phenomenon, also the Q-bands must be recorded, beside the Soret-bands, for their more accurate distinction. The Q(0,0) band of deprotonated TSPP [89] . Namely, the spectral situation is very similar as at the Soretregion was (under the Table 1): the absorption bands of in-plane metalloporphyrins are highly blueshifted compared to that of the deprotonated ligand and lesser blueshifted compared to the average of the split bands of free base. While the Q-bands of OOP and border-line case complexes are lesser blueshifted compared to that of TSPP 6-, but slightly redshifted compared to the average wavelength of H2TSPP 4- (Fig. 7) . The differences between the Q-bands of in-plane metalloporphyrins are more significant, originating from the higher perturbations of their atomic orbitals for the MOs of porphyrin, than in OOP complexes. The most altered ones are those of Al III TSPP 3-, because they are (x-y) split and redshifted compared to those of the free base, not only its average band. The reason for this phenomenon may be a special distortion, e.g. the above mentioned wave distortion. However, in organic solvents the (Cl)Al III TPP or -OEP (octaethylporphyrin) complexes possess 3 Qbands [106] instead of 5 in water because of the split. This may suggest not a special deformation in water, rather a special coordination of Al 3+ to, instead of the pyrrolic nitrogens, the sulphonato oxygens. This assumption is not proved yet, but it may be confirmed by the Pearson-type hard character of Al 3+ and oxygens, moreover by the blueshifted Soret-band, as well as the redshifted and split Q-bands, which are the spectral evidences of the aggregation of free-base porphyrins [107] due to Al 3+ bridges. The message of these observations to the analysts is that the peripheral subsituents can also coordinate to metal ions [108] , therefore, in a detection method, the porphyrin ligand must be carefully chosen for the metal ions. The out-of-plane metallo-monoporphyrins display "common" properties at the Q-bands too (Table 3) , similarly to the case at the Soret-bands, except Ag II TSPP 4-with redshifted Q(0,0) band compared to the average band of the free base. The radius (94 pm) of the silver(II) ion [86] is close to the critical region compared to the size of the ligand cavity, i.e. the distance between the diagonally located pyrrolic nitrogens (this is 420 pm in the deprotonated ligand). In our quantum chemical calculations, the circle of border-line case complexes, together with the region of critical radius flared to about 100 pm due to the significant expansion of the coordination cavity to coplanarly incorporate the metal ion [77] . However, only the Q-bands of this silver(II) complex are redshifted among the investigated border-line cases and OOP complexes. The redshifts of Q-absorptions for the highly distorted metalloporphyrins (low-spin Mn 3+ , Pb
2+
and the intermediate type of Bi 3+ ) are not as large as in the octabrominated free base, rather similar to those for the protonated porphyrin. Moreover, these redshifts for the manganese(III) complex is even lesser, similarly to those of the common OOP ones. These differences in the spectral properties between the Soret-and Q-bands confirm the requirement of the measurement of Q-bands, beside the Soret-bands, for the more accurate identification of metal ions in an analytical method if the concentrations (high enough) make it possible. After all, the number of the interferences between the metal ions is not really reduced by the recording of Q-absorptions, mainly not between the metal ions of border-line case and OOP complexes. However, e.g. the Cu II TSPP 4-is not distinguishable from the free-base porphyrin on the basis of their Soretabsorption spectra (Table 1) , only on the basis of their Q-bands (Table 3) . For the axially ligated OOP metallo-monoporphyrins the redshifts of Q-bands are slightly larger than for the unligated complexes, furthermore, the presence (or remain) of the axial ligand on the metal center is confirmed by the strengthening of the Q(0,0) band compared to Q(1,0), which relation is valid for the fluorescence too [102] . This spectral effect can be utilized in the spectrophotometrical detection of Lewis bases as axial ligand using metalloporphyrins. The Q-absorption spectrum of H2TSPPBr8 4-seems to be irregular because it does not show any split in spite of the presence of two protons on pyrroles. However, the (half)widths of the bands are so large that they may be merged [10] . Similar band broadenings are the typical consequences of the formation of bis-or oligoporphyrins, also in the case of the investigated OOP bisporphyrins too [22, 76] . (In some cases also new bands can appear in the Q-region of bisporphyrins' absorption spectra [107] .) This spectral evidence can be very useful in a metal ion detection method to prove the formation of complexes with various compositions. Hence, the potential deviation of the analytical curve from linearity becomes to be explained.
Other absorption bands
In the region of shorter wavelengths in Fig. 6 (displaying mostly Soret-bands), highly redshifted N-bands of the extremely distorted, octabrominated free-base porphyrins can be observed, similarly to the case of the highly distorted metallo-TSPPs (see examples in Table 1 ). However, beyond the Q-bands of porphyrins, charge transfer (CT, e.g MLCT=from metal to ligand, LMCT=from ligand to metal) bands can be detected mainly for the paramagnetic in-plane complexes (Fe   III   TSPP This difference between the types of complexes makes the categorization of the investigated metal ion in possible an analytical detection method, but the molar extinction coefficients of CT bands (and also the mentioned N-bands) are about one order of magnitude lower than those of the Q-bands, hence, about two orders of magnitude than those of the Soret-bands. Therefore, the measurement of CT bands (or N-bands) increases the selectivity, but the concentration necessary for their measurability diminishes considerably the sensitivity of an analytical detection method.
Singlet-1 fluorescence
Porphyrins belong to the most interesting compounds from the aspects of biological significance, as well as photophysical properties [109] . Only a negligible part of excitation energy is lost via heat dissipation from singlet states, because the overall quantum yield of fluorescence and intersystem crossing resulting in formation of triplet states is over 95%, which is the major reason that makes porphyrins efficient in optical sensations and photosensitizations [85] . Owing to their rigidity and aromatic electronic system they possess two type of fluorescence: the relatively rare and weak singlet-2, as well as the strong singlet-1 fluorescence. The latter one in arylated porphyrins shows a fairly unusual peculiarity: its spectrum is antisymmetric to that of the absorption (Fig. 8) . In the free-base porphyrins, the emission derives not from a hypothetical average level of split singlet-1 excited states (Scheme 1), but from the energetically lower S1x-state {populated in Qx(0,0) absorption}. Therefore, the Qxabsorption bands must be compared to the S1-bands. One of the possible reasons for this antisymmetry is the extension of delocalization in the S1-excited state by the twisting of aryl substituents from almost perpendicular orientation to the porphyrin plane to closer to parallel, causing an alternating excited state. Beside the symmetrical comparison, the energy difference between Q(0,0) and S1(0,0) bands (Fig. 8) is a very important photophysical parameter: this is the so-called Stokes shift (Table 4) , which is proportional with the structural change during the photon absorption, i.e. the excitation. 4-compared to its Q-absorption spectrum. Table 4 . Characteristic S1-fluorescence data of the investigated TSPP compounds. An analytical detection method based on S1-fluorescence measurements may be more sensitive than an absorption technique on the basis of the relatively high emission quantum yields of porphyrins {(S1) in Table 4} if strong light sources and precise detectors are applied. The spectrofluorometers measure the absolute light intensity emitted by the sample, proportionally with the absorbed light intensity {Iabs=I0(1-10 -A )}, while the spectrophotometers record the transmittance, i.e. the relative difference between the light intensities measured before and after the sample (referred to the previous one, {(I0-Iabs)/I0)}, or the absorbance, i.e. the logarithm of the reciprocal value of transmittance. Accordingly, the higher sensitivity derives from the concept of the devices, not really from the applied porphyrins. Also the quality of the porphyrin using for the fluorescence detection method can influence the selectivity due to its molar (), as well as the actual absorption (A). Therefore, the quantum yield of S1-fluorescences must be determined by excitation at both the Q-{(S1)} and the Soret-absorption bands {(S1-Soret exc)=(IC S2-S1)×(S1)}. In this way, the ratio of the two data is the quantum yield of the internal conversion between the S2-and S1-excited states {(IC S2-S1) in Table 4} . If its value is smaller than the ratio between the absorbed light intensity at Soret-excitation and that at Qexcitation (this depends on the actual absorbances at Soret-and Q-bands, respectively, under the applied concentrations), the Soret-excitation results in higher emitted, S1-fluorescence light intensity {Iem=Iabs×em}, as well as higher sensitivity; or if it is smaller, the Q-excitation is more effective. The former case is more feasible at lower porphyrin concentrations, and the latter one at higher concentrations. Moreover, for this decision, also the exact concentration is to be determined, at which the quatum yield of internal conversion is equal with the ratio between the absorbed light intensities at the two types of absorptions: e.g. this concentration is 8.6×10 -5 M for H2TSPP 4- , but 9.6×10 -6 M for (HO)Cd II TSPP 5-{as a consequence of its much lesser (IC S2-S1)}. On the other hand, the quantum yield of internal conversion between singlet-2 and singlet-1 excited states is proportional with their structural differences, which cause the deviation between the two types of fluorescence. However, the selectivity is further reduced compared to the absorptions, as a consequence of the blueshifted fluorescence bands of both types (in-plane and out-of-plane) of metalloporphyrins (Fig. 9) . The reason of this virtual shift anomaly between absorption and emission in OOP complexes is the above described origin of the S1x-fluorescence in free-base porphyrins. (Since, also their Q-absorption bands would be blueshifted if they would be compared to the split Qx(0,0) band instead of the Qy-Qx average of the free base in Fig. 7 and Table 3 ). Furthermore, the circle of detectable metal ions is more limited in the measurement of fluorescences compared to that of absorptions because the highly distorted complexes (Pb (Table 4) . Since a paramagnetic metal ion can cause the disappearance of fluorescence by spin-orbit coupling only if it is in the plane. From out-of-plane position it can not so efficiently perturb the molecule orbitals of the macrocycle that results in the common OOP characteristics. In most of the metalloporphyrins the antisymmetry between the S1-fluorescence (Fig. 9 ) and Qabsorption spectra (Fig. 7) 4- , in which the radii of the metal center are between 88 and 95 pm, i.e., around the upper border of the critical (radius) region (or barely under the ~100 pm value, which originates from our quantum chemical calculation as the new limit [10, 77] ). In these three complexes, probably both electronic and steric effets may operate as a consequence of the size of metal centers. From analytical aspect, the determination of the quantum yield of internal conversions between the singlet-2 and singlet-1 excited states may be beneficial because the metal ions can be size-selectively detected, the radii of which are around the upper border of critical region (also Pd 2+ ). Moreover, the procedures for the modification of the cavity size were already described in Section 3.2 (Equilibrium and kinetics of the complex formation). As a luminescence peculiarity in the case of Pd II TSPP 4- , also phosphorescence appears at room temperature: at T1(0,0)=702 nm, T1(0,1)=756 nm with an about 3.5-fold smaller luminescence quantum yield than its S1-fluorescence (Table 4) . For the demonstration of its S1-fluorescence spectrum in Fig. 9 , the phosphorescence bands were detached by spectrum analysis fitting Gaussian curves to the measured spectrum (similarly as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 ). Owing to this peculiarity, the Pd 2+ ion becomes selectively determinable among the investigated metal ions in this work (Table 1 ). In the case of other porphyrins (and solvents), the complexes of few further metal ions can phosphoresce also at room temperature, e.g. Cu 3-. This phenomenon may confirm the suspicion describing in Section 3.3 (Q-absorption) that Al 3+ is coordinated by sulphonato oxygens instead of pyrrolic nitrogens because the fluorescence bands of (Cl)Al III TPP are blueshifted compared to those of the corresponding free-base porphyrin [106] . The octabromination of H2TSPP 4-causes large redshift in absorption bands, but even larger in the emission ones as a consequence of the extremely high Stokes shift (Table 4) originating from the highly distorted structure. Hence, this spectrum could not be measured in the range of wavelengths beyond 900 nm because of the detection limit of our equipment (Fig. 9) . Therefore, the quantum yield and the lifetime can be only estimated, but these values are much lower than those of the unbrominated free base. In contrast with this highly (saddle) distorted free-base porphyrin, the also highly distorted metalloporphyrins do not luminesce. Accordingly, beside the distortion, as a steric effect, also the coordination of the metal center, as a potential electronic effect, is necessary for the complete quenching of emission. Nevertheless, Wrobel and coworkers [112] observed fluorescence in the DMSO solution of Pb II TPP, but on the basis of Fig. 3 in their publication, its spectrum was the same as that of the free-base porphyrin. In our opinion, this fluorescence originated from the free-base ligand, which could form in a small amount by the dissociation of the labile out-of-plane complex. A similar problematic question, also in an analytical detection method, would and should be answered by the measurement of excitation spectrum, which must usually coincide with the absorption one. In this way, the luminescent species can be identified. Further difficulties can arise if a strong light source and probably longer excitation times are applied to achieve higher sensitivity in an analytical technique based fluorescence measurement because porphyrins, mainly out-of-plane metalloporphyrins can be photochemically degraded [10, 19, 20, 22, [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [34] .
Singlet-2 fluorescence
Porphyrins, owing to their rigidity and aromatic system, possess two types of fluorescence: beside the relatively strong S1-fluorescence in the range of 550-800 nm, a weak luminescence was also observed at 400-550 nm upon excitation at the Soret-(or energetically higher) band.
The main requirements of this deviation from Kasha's rule (luminescence occurs in appreciable yield only from the lowest excited state of a given multiplicity) are the structural rigidity and the relatively large energy gap between the singlet-2 and singlet-1 excited states [113] . This latter value is usually about 7000 cm -1 in porphyrins. As a consequence of the very low S2-fluorescence intensity, Raman scattering of the solvent (and also the Rayleigh scattering because of the small Stokes shifts) may disturb the detection, but the scatterings can be easily distinguished from the luminescence because their wavelength changes with that of the excitation. Furthermore, also a careful spectrum analysis (carried out by fitting Gaussian and Lorentzian curves) is recommended for the identification of the detected signals. The small S2-fluorescence quantum yields can be, at least partly, attributed to its very short lifetime: several tens of femtoseconds for porphyrins [113] (our equipment is not able for its determination). In contrast with the antisymmetric spectrum of the singlet-1, the singlet-2 fluorescence shows a symmetric spectrum compared to the corresponding absorption one (Fig. 10) . This alteration confirms the difference between the second and first singlet excited states suggested, on the basis of the degeneration vs. split, the low quantum yield of the internal conversion between them, as well as the dissimilarity between the Soret-and Q-absorption bands. 4-compared to its Soret-absorption spectrum.
The quantum yields of the S2-fluorescence are extremely low: they are usually 20-60-fold lower than those for the S1-fluorescence (Table 4) for the metalloporphyrins, but ~1200-fold for the free-base ligand (Table 5) ; as a consequence of the rigidity increased by the metalation (and the deprotonation too). In the Stokes shifts of the S2-fluorescence (Table 5 ), significant (~3-6-fold) difference can be observed between the planar (free-base and in-plane metallo-) and distorted porphyrins (OOP, as well as border-line cases). The Stokes shift is proportional to the structural change during the excitation, hence, the structure of the S2-excited porphyrins may be close to that of the already in the electronic ground state dome-distorted OOP complexes. Besides, if these Stokes shifts are compared to those of the S1-fluorescence (in the range of 200-600 cm -1 in Table 4 ), the structural change must be extremely high in planar porphyrins between their singlet-2 excited and ground states. The reason may be their contraction during the S2-excitation [114] , suggested also on the basis of the increase of energy of (skeleton) vibronic origin. The essence from analytical aspects is the unambiguous determination of the type of the investigated metal ion's complex (typical in-plane or not), owing to the Stokes shift of the S2-fluorescence. Certainly, an analytical detection method based on S2-fluorescence can not be too sensitive, but very size-selective (moreover, the modification of the size of the coordination cavity is possible). On the other hand, the sensitivity may be one order of magnitude higher for the larger metal ions (forming OOP complexes) than the smaller ones (forming in-plane complexes) on the basis of their S2-fluorescence quantum yields. However, in a detection method based on S2-fluorescence for larger metal ions, the samples should be excited at wavelengths shorter than that of the B(0,0) absorption band {e.g. at B (1,0) or N-band} to avoid the potential disturbances of the Rayleigh-and Raman-scatterings. Regrettably, along with this decrease of excitation wavelength, the molar absorbance, as well as the sensitivity will be reduced. Another consequence of the large difference in the Stokes shifts is that the directions of the shifts of the S2-fluorescence bands invert (according to the Soret-absorption) between the inplane and out-of-plane complexes (compared to the free-base ligand) (Fig. 11) . Furthermore, the ratio between the intensities of the S2(0,0) and S2(0,1) bands, i.e. the mirror symmetry (between the absorption and emission spectra) is decreased in the order of OOP > free-base > in-plane porphyrins (Fig. 11) , together with the increase of the Stokes shift ( Table 5 ). The S2-fluorescence of H2TSPPBr8 4-is extremely weak, almost undetectable, as a consequence of its highly distorted structure. Therefore, its spectra for the comparison can be not represented in Fig. 11 . 
Conclusion
As conlusions, we emphasize the analytical importance and increments of our spectrophotometric, photophysical, equilibrial, as well as kinetic investigation of water-soluble metalloporphyrins.

Porphyrins and derivatives are the strongest light-absorbing compounds, therefore the ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry is one of the most fundamental, yet most informative spectroscopic methods in the porphyrin chemistry.  In porphyrins the conjugation would favour planar structure, however, geometrical distortion can arise owing to the peripheral substituents or the metal center. "The most commonly observed spectroscopic consequence of porphyrin nonplanarity is a redshift in the * absorption bands in the UV-visible spectrum."  We have complemented the categorization introduced by Barnes and Dorough for metalloporphyrins with our experiences regarding the effects of distortion. Accordingly, also in metalloporphyrins, the planarity or nonplanarity of the macrocycle is basically responsible for spectral characteristics, while the electronic structure of the metal center is a secondary factor, with considerable importance mostly in the in-plane complexes.
The structural as well as the spectroscopic and electronic effects of the metalation for the free-base porphyrins make a highly sensitive detection of metal ions possible, mainly in spectrophotometric methods.
The UV-Vis absorption bands of in-plane metalloporphyrins are blueshifted, while those of out-of-plane complexes are redshifted compared to those of the corresponding freebase porphyrin. The out-of-plane metallo-monoporphyrins display "common" properties in absorption as well as in fluorescence. Therefore, in a spectrophotometric detection method of metal ions by porphyrins (or by other ringed, chelate ligands), we must presume on a lot of interferences: the metal ions possessing a size above or around the critical value compared to the cavity of the ligand will have similar, almost the same absorption properties.
The broadenings of absorption bands and the disappearance of fluorescence bands are typical consequences of the formation of bis-or oligoporphyrins. This spectral evidence can be very useful in a metal ion detection method to prove the formation of complexes with various compositions. Hence, the potential deviation of the analytival curve from linearity can be explained.  Several metal ions can form different types of complexes, depending on the porphyrin, the potential axial ligands as well as the solvent too. This can cause mistakes in a spectrophotometric detection method of metal ions.  On the basis of the investigation of the complex formation from equilibrial and kinetic aspects, the concentration limit of the metal ion (LoD) and the time required for the complexation, and the detectability (ToD) can be estimated. From the investigation of the complex formation mechanism, we can suggest techniques for the simultaneous decrease of both analytical parameters: a) the application of a potential axial ligand in a suitable concentration; b) the distortion of the porphyrin ligand by overcrowded substitution on the periphery.  In a spectrophotometric detection method of Lewis bases as potential axial ligands, an out-of-plane metalloporphyrin may be more suitable if the molecule can form 2:1 (axial ligand:porphyrin) complex with the in-plane metalloporphyrins, and this compound has almost the same absorption spectrum as the initial metalloporphyrins. The presence (or remain) of the axial ligand on the metal center can be confirmed by the strengthening of the Q(0,0) absorption band compared to Q(1,0), as well as the S1(0,1) fluorescence band compared to S1(0,0).  The peripheral substituents of porphyrins can also coordinate to metal ions, therefore, in a detection method, the porphyrin ligand must be carefully chosen for the metal ions. 
The measurement of the less intense charge transfer bands increases the selectivity, but the concentration necessary for their measurability considerably diminishes the sensitivity of an analytical detection method.
The selectivity of an analytical detection method based on S1-fluorescence measurements is further reduced compared to the absorptions, as a consequence of the blueshifted fluorescence bands of both types (in-plane and out-of-plane) of metalloporphyrins. Furthermore, the circle of detectable metal ions is more limited in the measurement of fluorescence compared to that of absorption because the highly distorted complexes, the out-of-plane bisporphyrins and the paramagnetic in-plane complexes do not luminesce at room temperature. Conversely, the paramagnetic border-line cases and out-of-plane complexes have similar fluorescence properties as the diamagnetic ones.  An analytical detection method based on S1-fluorescence measurements may be more sensitive than an absorption technique, on the basis of the relatively high emission quantum yields of porphyrins. The spectrofluorometers measure the absolute light intensity emitted by the sample, therefore, the relation between the quantum yield of the internal conversion (between the S2-and S1-states) and the ratio between the absorbed light intensity at Soret-excitation and that at Q-excitation determines, which excitation band results in higher sentivity.
The determination of the quantum yield of internal conversions between the singlet-2 and singlet-1 excited states may be beneficial because the metal ions can be size-selectively detected, the radii of which are around the upper border of the critical region. 
The excitation spectrum must be measured for the identification of the luminescent species.
The photoreactivity of porphyrins, mainly out-of-plane metalloporphyrins, can cause difficulties, e.g. degradation during a fluorescence detection method.
The type of the investigated metalloporphyrins (typical in-plane or not) can be unambiguously determined on the basis of the Stokes shift of the S2-fluorescence. An analytical detection method based on the S2-fluorescence can not be too sensitive, but very size-selective. On the other hand, the sensitivity may be one order of magnitude higher for the larger metal ions (forming OOP complexes) than the smaller ones (forming in-plane complexes), on the basis of their S2-fluorescence quantum yields.
